
Is _____ living up to their full 
potential?

Would you like to howl at the moon 
with _____?

Could _____ be the voice of a 
generation?

Is _____ a tattletale?
Would you use the bathroom while 

_____ was in the shower?
Does _____ say “crayon” the right 

way?

Is _____ more successful than you?
Would you give _____ a piggyback 

ride?
Does _____ need _____-ray specs 
to see what’s under your clothes?



Has _____ ever bought underwear 
to avoid doing laundry?

Could _____ defeat you? Can _____ name more porn stars 
than you?

Would you laugh at _____’s funeral? Has _____ ever fired a gun?
Do you think _____ is wearing 

underwear right now?

Does _____ know how much you 
care? Does _____ believe in true love?

Has _____ ever gone skinny 
dipping?



Does _____ love it when you call 
them Big Poppa?

Is _____ a Communist? Have you ever facebook stalked 
_____?

Does _____ approve of your 
pronounciation of the word 

“anemone”?

Is _____ pretty sure they’re allergic 
to gluten? Does _____ eat in bed?

Does _____ always put a smile on 
your face?

Has _____ achieved an orgasm 
today? Does _____ have no shame?



Would you laugh if _____ slipped 
on a banana peel?

Would _____ look good in drag? Does _____ like their name?

Is _____ a Libertarian?
Would you ever abandon _____ in a 

foreign country? Can _____ whistle?

Does _____ deserve more 
happiness than you? (and it can’t 

be same!)

Would you marry _____ for a Green 
Card? Can _____ have this dance?



Would _____ feel comfortable 
shitting at your house?

Could you get more phone 
numbers in one night than _____?

Is _____ an alien?

Do you know e_____actly what 
_____ is thinking right now?

Would _____ be sorted into 
Slytherin?

Does _____ want to be the very 
best, like no one ever was?

Was _____ a cool kid in high 
school?

Would _____ rather fight 100 duck-
sized horses than 1 horse-sized 

duck?
Is _____ cuter than a button?



Would _____ die in a horror movie 
before you?

Do you think _____ dons 
spande_____ and fights crime at 

night?
Does _____ bite their nails?

Is _____ a better kisser than you?
Would you steal _____’s chair if they 

stood up? Is _____ afraid of the dark?

Would you be happy to run into 
_____ on a nude beach? Is _____ the Queen Bee?

Would you enjoy being haunted by 
_____’s ghost?



If you accidentally used _____’s 
toothbrush, would you tell them?

If _____ was stung by a jellyfish, 
would you pee on them?

Would you watch porn with _____?

Is _____ an old soul?
Did _____ ever believe in the tooth 

fairy?
Does _____ always throw their nail 

trimmings in the trash?

Would _____ make a good Scooby-
Doo villain?

Has _____ ever watched porn in the 
morning? Does _____ believe in ghosts?



Would you accept $10,000 to never 
see _____ again?

Has _____ ever killed a living thing 
on purpose?

Does _____ believe in Bigfoot?

Does _____ know the Loch Ness 
Monster is real? Has _____ ever tried online dating? Can _____ count higher than you?

Can _____ take a hint? Does _____ support euthanasia?
Is one of _____’s arms more 

muscular than the other?



Would _____ ever break up with 
someone via te_____t?

Would you switch bodies with 
_____ for 24 hours?

If you knew _____ starred in porn, 
would you watch?

Does _____ detest cilantro? Should _____ procreate?
Would you and _____ have 

attractive children?

Does _____ sing in the shower?
Does _____ eat cheese on apple 

pie?
Does _____ like to peel off sunburnt 

skin?



Does _____ have any street cred? Does _____ ever stop talking about 
themself?

Would you be comfortable hanging 
out alone with _____?

Would _____ take a dump in a 
public restroom?

Would you slap a mosquito if it 
were biting _____?

Does _____ always wash their 
hands after using the restroom?

Might _____ be a figment of your 
imagination?

Does _____ blink more often than 
you? Does _____ believe in God?



Will _____ shock the world? Does _____ prefer dogs to people? Would _____ eat human flesh if it 
were humanely slaughtered?

Does _____ think orphans are 
funny?

Do you hang on _____’s every 
word? Can _____ outdrink you?

Can _____ name more supreme 
court justices than you? Does _____ have pretty eyes?

You and _____ are stranded on a 
desert island. Are you screwed?



Does _____ have a deeper, darker 
secret than you?

Would you take a sip out of _____’s 
drink without asking?

Has _____ ever TP’d a house?

Would _____ ever say the word 
“hella”? Does _____ grab life by the balls?

Would _____ look good in your 
clothing?

Is _____ an underdog?
If _____ suddenly passed away, 

would you regret not telling them 
how you truly feel?

Does _____ thrive under pressure?



Would _____ make it into your 
erotic friend fiction?

Can _____ twerk?
Has _____ ever fantasized about 
pushing someone into oncoming 

traffic?

Does _____ belong in a different 
era?

Does _____ curse too fucking 
much? Does _____ pee in the shower?

Would you hang out with _____ if 
they had lice?

Does _____ swear in front of their 
parents?

Has _____ ever walked to the 
other side of the street to avoid 

someone?



Does _____ know how to set a 
table?

Is _____ a cheater? Can _____ sing every word of any 
Backstreet Boys song?

Does _____ always have to get the 
last word?

Would _____ wash their face with 
water from an airplane bathroom?

Would _____ ever eat or drink in a 
bathroom.

Does _____ believe in capital 
punishment? Does _____ do their own laundry? Can _____ get it?



If you murdered someone, would 
you ask _____ for help covering it 

up?
If _____ were a movie, would they 

be rated R?
Would _____ thrive in a Hunger 

Games scenario?

Does _____ have trustworthy 
eyebrows? Does _____ crush hard?

Does _____ tend to get involved in 
love triangles?

Is _____ uncomfortable with 
scatalogical humor? Does _____ like the taste of blood?

Does _____ know the Quadratic 
Equation?



Have you ever gossiped with _____ 
about someone in this game?

Does _____ have the capacity to 
murder?

Does _____ have a reliable gaydar?

Is _____ a feminist? Do you ever think about _____?
Would _____ travel to Mars if they 

knew they’d die there?

Has _____ ever washed their 
genitals in the sink? Would _____ be a good wingman?

Does _____ buy more books than 
they read?



Does _____ know how to throw 
down?

Has _____ ever neglected brushing 
their teeth for an e_____tended 

period of time?
Does _____ believe in sin?

If _____ were an infamous pirate, 
would they name you first mate?

Would _____ use a spoon that a 
dog had previously licked?

Would _____ take the last slice of 
pizza?

Would _____ point out your 
mistake(s)? Can _____ type faster than you? Would _____ look good with a tail?



Does _____ want to live forever? Does _____ believe blogging is a 
real profession?

Does _____ have a strong magnetic 
field?

Can you think of a song that has 
_____’s name in it?

Would _____’s memoirs make a 
better Lifetime Original Movie than 

yours?


